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November 15, 2012 Final 

California Hospital Drill Warp-Up Net Control Script: 

4:55 pm:  The following is a QST.  The California Hospital Drill Wrap-Up Net will start in five minutes  

on the K6JRB and W6AK repeater system.    

 

The K6JRB is on 145.450,  negative offset, and a tone of 203.5 and the W6AK, 146.910 negative offset,  and 

a tone of 162.2.  

 

Your K6JRB Net Control is Greg KG6SJT Yolo County ARES EC and W6AK Net Control will be Gary, 

WA6TQJ Assistant Yolo County ARES EC. 

 

The California Hospital Drill Wrap-Up Net is a directed net in three parts: 

 

Part One of the Hospital Drill is a check-in of stations representing agencies and organizations that 

 participated in the today's Drill  and other Amateur emergency radio operators. 

 

Part Two is a reading of traffic from Yolo County Health.  This message will be sent in the ICS 213 

format. 

 

Part Three is a call to all stations logged in for confirmation of receipt of message, Fills on message  

may be requested at this time.   Each station will be asked to summarize its activity on the Hospital Drill. 

 

Please standby; the Net will start at 5:00.  This is (Name & Callsign) standing by for the Net.  
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5:00 PM:  Good evening. This is the California Hospital Drill Wrap-Up Net 

Your Net Control today is (Name/Callsign).                                                 

Is there any priority or emergency traffic? (pause) 

Net Control says: "break" and calls or receives call from WA6TQJ on K6RJB repeater to 

confirm no emergency traffic. 

Each Net Control continues                                              

This is a directed net.  All stations please refrain from transmitting unless called.                            

                     

Stations with emergency traffic may break at any time.                                                                  

                             

This is a directed net.  All stations please refrain from transmitting unless called.                            

                     

Stations with emergency traffic may break at any time.     

 

The purpose of the California Hospital Drill Wrap-up Net is: to test the ability of amateur radio 

operators to establish communication channels on amateur radio bands for the California Health 

Drill.                                           

Stations with brief bulletins, reports or announcements for the net may present them when 

called.                                               
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Roll Call for Yolo County agencies will now follow (on K6JRB repeater): 

Woodland Memorial Hospital, Jerry, KG6TEN (530) 662-0355 

Sutter Davis Hospital, Bryce, K7WDO,(530) 406-0103 

UC Davis Student Health, Pamela, N6OLO, (530) 574-1750 

UC Davis Vet Hospital V.E.R.T. Team Charlie, N6JOA (530) 574-1750 

American Red Cross in Woodland, Ken,  W6WLS, 662-2747 

Are there any other participating stations or visitors?  Please provide Name, Call Sign 

and name of agency if representing an agency 

Record entries 

Roll Call for Sacramento County agencies will now follow (on W6AK repeater): 

American Red Cross Region in Sacramento, Donna, K6PON, (916) 823-5156 

Sacramento Blood Source, Linda, KI6LOC, (916) 972-0552 

Sacramento Medical Reserve Corps. Linda, KI6LOC (916) 972-0552 

UC Davis, Medical Center in Sacramento, Jim Gunn  or Heart Net Control (916) 734-

7091 

Mercy Hospital, Charles, WG6CFS,  (916) 574-2915 

Sutter General, Jim, KJ6MOU,  (916)  733-3029 

Sutter Memorial, Dave, KI6ZDI, (916) 733-8338 

Sutter Emergency Management, Jonathan, WQ6F, (916) 496-1116 

Are there any other participating stations or visitors?  Please provide Name, Call Sign 

and name of agency if representing an agency 
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All Stations Please prepare to receive traffic.  A Message from Yolo County Health will be read 

on the W6AK Repeater then read on K6JRB repeater. 

If K6JRB NC  doesn’t have the message before hand.. He will announce that he is monitoring the 

W6AK repeater for the message. 

Roll Call is now repeated.   Please confirm receipt of message.  You may ask for  

fills is you need them.  After confirming receipt of the message provide net control with a brief  

summary of your activity in today's California Hospital Drill. 

 

Roll call for (name repeater group), annotate confirm on check-in and insert “highlight” 

comments here making sure to identify participating station.  

 

Is there any further traffic for the California Hospital Drill Wrap-Up Net? 

 

Hearing no stations, thanks go out to the Control Operators of  (give repeater call letters) 

repeater and to those who maintain it. 

 

This concludes the California Hospital Drill Wrap-Up Net 

This is (name) closing the Net and returning (the repeater) system back to normal operation. 

This is (Call sign) out and listening. 


